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IGNITE
YOUR FULL
CREATIVE
POTENTIAL.
GRADUATE STUDIES AT CCAD

Communicate. Engage.
Plan. Lead.
Create. Revolutionize.
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WEL COME
Thank you for your interest in graduate
studies at Columbus College of Art &
Design. Our alumni think, create, and
work at the highest level in order to
change culture and commerce — and
their creative careers.
By working on personal projects over
four semesters, CCAD’s MFA students
experience a supportive graduate
community completely focused on work
they want to do, regardless of media or
area. Meanwhile, students in our MDes
program recieve a challenging education
through a collaborative real-world
focused curriculum.
Both programs’ project–based structures
emphasize professionalism and prepare
artists and designers for what’s next.

RIC PETRY
Director, Professor
Graduate Studies
rpetry@ccad.edu
614.222.3227
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Our MFA alumni have received grants,
residencies, teaching positions,
exhibitions, and jobs. Future graduates
of our new MDes program will start
innovative businesses and bring the
transformative power of design thinking
to all aspects of daily life.
All our graduates are fluent, savvy,
and literate across multiple disciplines
and are building a more creative
community in Columbus, across the
country, and around the world. Whether
you are a fine artist or designer looking
to be part of a truly multidisciplinary,
project–based community or a designer
or business professional eager to be a
part of the future of design, solving
the world’s most urgent problems,
we welcome you. Please read on
and contact us.
We’d love to talk with you.

RIC PETRY

Director, Graduate Studies

MOLLY J. BURKE

MERCÈ GRAELL-COLAS

Assistant Director,
Assistant Professor
Graduate Studies
mburke.1@ccad.edu
614.222.4020

Chair, Professor
Master of Design
in Integrative Design
mgraell-colas@ccad.edu
614.437.7322

OUR
COLLABORATIVE
ENERGY
INFORMS
INDIVIDUAL
TRANSFORMATION.
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We’re the creative
hub for a growing,
exciting region.
CCAD is a nurturing yet rigorous
community where students from very
different backgrounds — socially,
personally, and professionally — talk to
each other about their projects and work
together to create the future.
There’s no place quite like Columbus
for this kind of creative exploration.
Why? It’s a matter of size. Columbus is the
progressive metropolitan capital of Ohio.
It’s big enough to offer challenges, variety,
and opportunity, but small enough that your
voice and contributions matter.
The city’s diverse population is why many
industries — from food to fashion —
test products and keep their corporate
headquarters here. At the same time,
there’s a vibrant, close-knit arts scene
with accessible high-end galleries, worldrenowned art institutions, and a growing
grassroots artistic movement. Plus, people
are friendly, daily life is affordable, and it’s
easy to get around.
CCAD is well connected to this larger
Columbus landscape. You’ll thrive in our
network of business, community, and
cultural leaders while gaining international
perspectives and immersing yourself in our
rule–bending, big–thinking environment.
Just like the city we’re rooted in, CCAD is
flexible and personable, so you can expect
the focused attention your future deserves.
See for yourself.
Plan a tour at ccad.edu/visit.

Columbus offers many
places to explore.
Above, right: Franklin
Park Conservatory and
Botanical Gardens
Right: A 15,000-squarefoot interactive fountain
at Scioto Mile
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COLUMBUS

CAMPUS

⁄ 2
 .1 million people, including 136,000
college students; columbusregion.com

⁄ P
 rofessional studios and equipment
for each major area of study

⁄ O
 ne of the top 10 cultural scenes in
the U.S.; propertyshark.com

⁄ Student galleries including the Acock,
Beaton, Byers, and R. Blaine & Claudia
Walter galleries

⁄ O
 ne of the 10 most affordable cities in
the U.S.; forbes.com
⁄ C
 CAD campus is just 10 minutes from
the airport, so you have easy access to
New York, Chicago, and other inspiring
cultural/arts centers.
⁄ W
 on first place ($50 million) in a nationwide
contest to bring smart transportation to
the city; U.S. Department of Transportation

⁄ Beeler Gallery, a contemporary art center,
featuring a 6,000-square-foot exhibition space
and a 99-seat screening room, that hosts the
annual CCAD MFA and BFA thesis exhibitions
⁄ Visiting Artists & Scholars Series, and Graduate
Lecture Series
⁄ Supply store with discounts for CCAD students
⁄ Student center with a café, lounges, and
fitness center
⁄ 400-seat auditorium

“When I returned to Columbus after
nearly 10 years away, I saw a very
different city. I moved to downtown
Columbus and there were art collectives
and studios, restaurants, and parks
right in front of my home. My experience
at CCAD pushed me to be the artist
I want to be.”
— JILL PAZ (MFA, 2015), Multidisciplinary Artist

Our location in downtown Columbus plants you in the heart
of its creative action, and CCAD opens you to its creative soul.

⁄ Dining options: dining hall, café,
and convenience store
⁄ Apartment-style housing available to
graduate students
⁄ 24-hour security
⁄ Free local bus service during fall and
spring semesters
⁄ Free admission to the Columbus Museum of Art
on the corner of campus
⁄ Groceries and restaurants within a fiveminute walk
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Get in, and get to work.
The college and graduate programs are
accredited by both the Higher Learning
Commission and the National Association
of Schools of Art and Design.

Both CCAD graduate programs are two-year, 60-credit-hour programs, founded on
the conviction that boundaries between media and design disciplines, and even the
business space, are porous. To identify the unexpected, game-changing discoveries
in those in-between spaces, you need to do more than just learn theory or study
one avenue of media. You need to get to the doing. Here’s a look at how our active
approach takes shape differently in each program.

MASTER OF FINE ARTS IN
VISUAL ARTS: NEW PROJECTS
The MFA is recognized as the highest
degree in the creative practice of visual
art. It is earned through rigorous
scholarship in both academic
seminars and studio practice.

Individual work on
projects brought by you
The MFA offers a four-semester projectbased curriculum in which each student
works on a personal project each
semester, with the project forming the
foundation of their work. Students work
with select faculty who provide oneon-one feedback, meet weekly in the
Graduate Seminar for group critiques
with faculty and peers, and participate
in an off-campus learning experience.

Mission
Prepare professional artists to be
creative leaders in the community and the
world at large. We value an educational
experience grounded in the production
of art, illuminated by community, critical
thought, entrepreneurial insight, and
creative energy.

Final thesis
The degree concludes with a thesis
project, written thesis paper, and oral
defense as well as an exhibition of work
in the renowned Beeler Gallery.

Contemporary artist and
designer focused
MFA project proposals can be based
in painting, drawing, photography,
animation, sculpture, video, interactive
media, printmaking, illustration,
installation, glass, ceramics, metals,
textiles, and design. You’ll develop
your studio practice through selfdesign and execution.
And while we emphasize fostering
private creative roles, our practicebased, multidisciplinary program also
focuses on marketing your work in
today’s creative professional fields. You’ll
learn to communicate ideas about your
work as well as express your work in
ways that communicate to others, in
a way that moves and informs.

MASTER OF DESIGN IN
INTEGRATIVE DESIGN
The MDes is recognized as the
highest degree in the creative practice
of design. It is earned through rigorous
scholarship in both academic seminars
and studio practice.

Cohort collaboration on
projects brought by us
A hands-on experiential learning
curriculum is spread across four
semesters. Each semester builds on the
previous, widening students’ knowledge
with increased complexity of design
thinking and research. Throughout these
topic-focused semesters, MDes candidates
collaborate on real-world commercial,
cultural, and community-based projects,
developing innovative solutions to
timely problems.

Mission
Prepare professionals to be innovative
thinkers and creative leaders at a strategic
level. We foster an educational experience
based on full immersion in solving complex
real-world problems layering creativity and
business strategy over scholarly reflections
and critical, future-looking thinking.

Final thesis
The final thesis project is
a capstone course during which
students have responsibility for
all phases of the design process—
from initial development to final
solution. You’ll define and develop a
project for a real client from either
the for-profit or nonprofit space;
consult with clients; organize
teams; and direct processes,
deliverables, and final solutions.

Finding answers for all fields
Integrative Design blends many
new ways of thinking (design
thinking, systems thinking, future
thinking, to name a few) with new
ways of designing (experience
design, strategic design, service
design, business design), while
keeping holistic, human values
front and center. Any complex thing
is bound to be complicated, from
health care to retail, technology
to transportation, social issues
to issues of economy. So, we
encourage prospective candidates
from all professional backgrounds
to consider the MDes program to
learn how to decode problems
and create innovative solutions.
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ELECTIVES
Elective course of study
TEACHING METHODS

CERTIFICATE OF COLLEGE ART INSTRUCTION
This internal certificate program recognizes successful completion of
designated coursework and a series of teaching internships focused on the
teaching of studio art at a postsecondary level. As an elective program, it is
not required for the MFA or MDes degree. Upon completion, students receive
the certificate at graduation and official note of the program is made in the
student’s CCAD transcript.

TEACHING
METHODS

TEACHING
INTERNSHIP I

TEACHING
INTERNSHIP II

GRNP5071
3 credits
Typically taken during
second semester

GRPN5072
0 credits (paid)
Co–requisite of Teaching
Methods

GRPN5073
0 credits (paid)
Taken third or fourth
semester

Semester 2
GRNP5071
3 credits
A weekly graduate seminar focused on
teaching, planning, and assessment of
college-level studio art classes. Taken
in conjunction with Graduate Teaching
Internship I (GRNP5072). This course is
required to earn a Certificate of College
Art Instruction.

“I was able to teach an honors
class in Social Practice. That gave
me confidence, and I realized
that you don't always need all the
answers, just be curious and open.”
— ELENA HARVEY COLLINS
(MFA, 2012)
Artist and Writer

CO–REQUISITE: TEACHING
INTERNSHIP I & II
Semesters 2 – 3
GRPN5072 & GRPN5073
0 credits (paid)
The Teaching Internship
provides a strong experiential
foundation for teaching studio art
at the college level. Students are
matched with regular CCAD
faculty in appropriate courses
to both observe and assist with
course delivery.
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MASTER OF FINE ARTS IN VISUAL ARTS: NEW PROJECTS

EMPOWER
YOUR VISION
WITHOUT
BOUNDARIES.
“I chose CCAD because I was interested in a program where I was
able to set the parameters of my project and my learning experience.
The project-based learning allowed a lot of freedom to experiment
with ideas and materials while retaining some structure and
requiring the delivery of an end product each semester. This
helped me actually make work the whole time I was in grad school.”
— NATE GORGEN (MFA, 2012)
Art & Design Fabrication Shop Manager
The Ohio State University
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MASTER OF FINE ARTS
IN VISUAL ARTS: NEW PROJECTS

MFA

CCAD's Master of Fine Arts in Visual
Arts: New Projects presents a unique
and exciting curriculum that pursues
creative excellence through the
development of projects rather than the
study of specific media. It is based on the
belief that an artist’s studio practice
is best learned through the completion
of a defined exploration.

Above: QUINTIN GLEIM
(MFA, 2019)
Illustration focus
JIAHAO PENG
(MFA, 2019)
Photography and Fine Arts focus

The program stresses studio mastery,
individual scholarship, and realworld practices such as organization,
communication, clarity of thought,
leadership, and entrepreneurial skills.
The MFA program educates artists
capable of taking on interesting artistic
endeavors and who have the skills and
talents to manifest their vision.
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“We studied a text in theory my first year and I still think about it often:
Joe Brainard’s piece called I Remember. He listed a multitude of his
memories and experiences in phrases. I followed it up with a creative
writing presentation exploring the same idea and turned it into an
artist book. It taught me a new way to bring back a little autobiography
to my work without making it all about me. Finding a way to balance
my own story while leaving room for the viewer to step in and see their
own is one of the hardest things to do.”
— KATIE B. FUNK (MFA, 2018)

FIRST
SEMESTER

SECOND
SEMESTER

THIRD
SEMESTER

FOURTH
SEMESTER

Graduate Seminar
GRNP5000
3 credits

Graduate Seminar
GRNP5001
3 credits

Graduate Seminar
GRNP5002
3 credits

Graduate Seminar
GRNP5003
3 credits

Graduate Liberal
Arts Seminar
Elective
3 credits

Graduate Liberal
Arts Seminar
Elective
3 credits

Professional
Practices
GRNP5070
3 credits

Thesis Projects II*
GRNP6071
9 credits

Studio Projects I
GRNP5007
6 credits

Studio Projects II*
GRNP5008
6 credits

Thesis Projects I*
GRNP6070
9 credits

Digital Culture
GRNP5009
3 credits

Elective Course
3 credits

*Prerequisite
needed

Left: Pop in Between, Detail shot

Any time during the
four semesters:
Off–Campus
Experience
GRNP5099
3 credits

Graduate Progress
Assessment
GRNP5080X

KATIE B. FUNK (MFA, 2018)

Hand Cut Paper, Fluorescent Spray Paint, Ink, Painters Tape,
Amber Polypropylene, Blue Bachelor Button, Seeds, Water, and Soil.
Dimensions Variable.
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COURSES

Graduate Seminar
Semesters 1 – 4				
GRNP5000 – GRNP5003
3 credits each course

Studio Projects
Semesters 1 – 2
GRNP5007 & GRPN5008
6 credits each course
A project-based, individually mentored
course focused on planning, production,
and presentation of independently
proposed, semester-long projects.
Students develop a project proposal and
work with individual faculty to realize the
semester's project. Emphasis is on oneon-one contact with and feedback from
the chosen faculty.
This one-on-one mentoring course is
core to the MFA experience at CCAD
and is focused exclusively on your work
in the studio. Its goal is to strengthen
your understanding of your work and
how it relates to the broad range of
techniques, forms, and ideas comprising
contemporary art and design. You will
work independently on your project with
one-hour weekly studio visits between
you and your faculty mentor to reflect on
your methods, ideas, process, and final
work. Mentors will help you develop a
work plan and provide access to CCAD’s
labs and expertise.
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“I found that the
mentorship relationship
I had was crucial to my
work. My mentor, Kelly
Malec-Kosak, assisted with
challenging my thought
process as well as giving me
good constructive insights
that elevated my work.”
— GRACE KORANDOVICH
(MFA, 2019)

The graduate seminar is required of all
matriculated MFA students. Graduate
students meet weekly for presentations,
critiques, and discussions of current
in-progress projects. Various topics
and visiting artists will be introduced.
Students are expected to take a strong
leadership role. You will have the
opportunity to receive in-depth feedback
from peers who may be working in
different media and/or come from
different orientations.
One of the basic tenets of the program
is that all students are each other’s
teachers and mentors. As part of this
community, you are expected to hold your
fellow students to the highest levels of
intellectual rigor and professionalism.
The aim of these critiques is to provide a
forum for the productive and respectful
engagement of ideas. To support this
process each student is required to post
germane materials every week on their
learning blog for the group.

Graduate Liberal Arts Seminar
Semesters 1 – 2
Elective
3 credits each course

Select from a variety of graduatelevel liberal arts courses focused
in theory, criticism, writing, or art/
design/film history.

Digital Culture
Semester 1
GRNP5009
3 credits
Digital Culture redefines and
reintroduces presentation methods
as both physical technology and
conceptual application. Students
experience the technology already
present in their lives as a viable
delivery system for their work.
Students will gain awareness to a
wide variety of delivery tools and
an understanding of how to best
leverage these tools in both the
classroom and marketplace.

Graduate Progress Assessment
Semester 2
GRNP5080X
0 credits
During the last weeks of your second
semester, you will be required to
complete the Graduate Progress
Assessment, which consists of a
written component and participation
in a group exhibition/event.
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Professional Practices
Semester 3
GRNP5070
3 credits
Oriented to individual student needs
and goals, this course addresses the
tools and skills students will need for
success after graduation. Issues of
entrepreneurialism, marketing, and
leadership are covered along with
the practical application of creative/
business partnerships.

Thesis Project I & II
Semesters 3 – 4
GRNP6070 & GRNP6071
9 credits each course

Thesis Project I
Focuses on the initial thesis
project proposal, development, and
implementation. Students choose their
thesis committee, develop their thesis
proposal, and complete their prethesis review. Emphasis is placed on
the highest professional standards of
development, planning, and execution.

Thesis Project II
Focuses on the final thesis project
development and exhibition. Emphasis
is placed on originality and the highest
professional standards of development
and execution.

The thesis project is the most
substantial and important
requirement of the program.
It allows you to experience the
parameters and logistics of
producing a major exhibition
of your thesis project. It serves
as the nexus of the pedagogic
and real-life professional
experiences. While this can
take many forms — exhibition,
performance, installation, film,
website — it is required to be of
the highest professional quality
and must involve some form
of public exhibition.
In addition to the thesis project,
a written thesis paper, and oral
defense, you will be required to
produce an online component
for your project. This may take
various forms, but should express
the content and form of the thesis
project to a larger audience.

THE LEARNING BLOG
One of the unique aspects of the
MFA program is its emphasis on
communication and success. The
faculty believes it is important
for today’s artists to be able to
explain their research, document
their influences, and engage in
meaningful dialogue about their
work. To this end, you will be
required to keep a learning blog for
the duration of the program.
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This site serves as the
documentation of your
explorations, thoughts, dialogues,
and feelings as you move through
the curriculum.

UNDERGRADUATE
CLASSES

internship or foreign study — and will
be designed in conjunction with the
program director. The Off-Campus
Mentoring program is designed to offer
alternative critical insight, mentoring,
and/or experience. A list of artists,
scholars, and organizations that have
agreed to work with CCAD MFA students
on an individual basis is available.
Contact with off-campus mentors can be
real, virtual, or some combination.

Timing Varies
All courses offered at CCAD are
available to graduate students
subject to availability. Courses
are taken on an audit basis and
arranged through your studio
faculty mentors.

COURSE CATALOG
For a full list of course
descriptions, visit
ccad.edu/mfa and look
through our course catalog.

OFF-CAMPUS
EXPERIENCE
Timing Varies
At some point during the program,
you will be required to participate
in an off-campus experience. This
could take many different forms —
from individual mentoring to an

“Faculty is easily accessible and
extremely supportive. I stress the
concept that a good MFA program
should encourage the student to
push beyond the familiar and
reach for new boundaries in his
her efforts to make art. That is
exactly what happened to me.”
— DAVID COOKE
(MFA, 2018)
Artist and Designer
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Work in a
personal studio you
can access 24/7.
We’ve built an environment to fuel
collaboration, experimentation, and
creation as you work on your individual
project. The CCAD MFA program is
located on the second and third floors
of CCAD’s Design Studios on Broad, a
renovated early 20th-century building
(formerly an auto dealership) near
downtown Columbus.
The 13,700-square-foot graduate
facility includes individual student
studios located next to one another,
faculty offices, a lounge, and an
exhibition space. You also have access
to CCAD’s library, plus many labs,
shops, the Tad Jeffrey FabLab, computer
complexes, darkrooms, studios, and
digital printing facilities.
Visit ccad.edu/campusservices
to learn more.

“I love the studios. It was one of
the things that drew me to CCAD,
the studios and how they’re next to
each other. Other schools’ studios
were isolated from each other or
had their own houses and rooms
but I liked that CCAD’s studios
are set up so I can talk to someone
and ask for help or, if they need
help, they can talk to me.”
— FAITH GOODMAN (MFA, 2019)

“The resources available
to MFA students are
spectacular. I still
pine for access to that
personal studio space
where I could be with
my art. Even more than
that, I miss the beautiful
photo studio with
Profoto lights and large
octabanks. ... Most of all,
I miss that large-format
printer that was free for
MFA students to use. I
am still making a profit
from photographs made
on that printer!”
— SANWAL DEEN
(MFA, 2017)
Photographer and
Brand Designer at
Gensler Seattle
Above: Works by
AMANDA HO (MFA, 2019)
Illustration focus
Left: LIYAO CHEN (MFA, 2019)
Fine Arts focus
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Selected faculty highlights

JULIE ABIJANAC

ELAINE GROGAN LUTTRULL

MIKE OLENICK

RIC PETRY

Associate Professor, Contemporary Crafts,
Fine Arts, Master of Fine Arts

Adjunct Instructor, CORE Studies, Master of
Design, Master of Fine Arts

Faculty Mentor & Adjunct Instructor
Film & Video, Fine Arts, Photography

Director, Graduate Studies
Professor, Master of Fine Arts

Julie Abijanac (MFA, Cranbrook Academy
of Art; BFA, Columbus College of Art &
Design) has a professional practice outside
the educational community and has been
included in the II International Textile Art
Symposium, FORTRESS MAN, Daugavpils
Mark Rothko Art Centre in Latvia; 8th
International Paper Triennial at the Musée
du Charmey in Switzerland; Fiberart
International 2013 (receiving the People’s
Choice Award); and 68th Annual Ohio
Exhibition 2012 (placing placed first in
Fiber/Textiles).

Elaine Grogan Luttrull (MBA, University of
Missouri; BS in Accounting, BBA, University
of Missouri) teaches CORE Leadership as well
as business and professional classes. A CPA
by training, Grogan Luttrull has devoted her
career to building financial literacy in the
arts industry.

Mike Olenick (MFA, Cranbrook Academy
of Art; BFA, Columbus College of Art &
Design) is a two-time Individual Artist
Fellowships from the Ohio Arts Council
recipient and makes singular films focused
on memories, photography, transformation,
and forbidden desire. His work has aired on
Dutch television; streamed on MUBI; and
won awards at the Slamdance, Ann Arbor,
and Chicago Underground film festivals. His
most recent film, The Cure, was included
in the Fantasia International Film Festival,
North America’s largest genre film festival.
For over fourteen years Mike worked as an
editor in the Film/Video Studio Program
at the Wexner Center for the Arts. He
has worked on projects for Guy Maddin
(including Keyhole and The Forbidden Room),
the Quay Brothers, Sadie Benning, and Lucy
Raven, among others.

Ric Petry (MFA, Tyler School of Art at Temple
University; BA of Photography, University of
Akron), studied photography at Temple with
William Larson and majored in Philosophy
and History of Science at University of Akron.
In 2009 he led the establishment of the first
graduate degree at CCAD: a multidisciplinary,
project-based MFA. Prior to that Petry served
as dean of the Media Arts Division for 10
years and was also chair of the Photography
department from 1992 to 1998. He has received
a National Endowment for the Arts Fellowship,
three Ohio Arts Council Fellowships, and a
Greater Columbus Arts Council Individual Artist
Grant. His art is broad in scope and media,
including commercial and fine art photography,
film, performance, sculpture, and collaborative
production of video and animation integrated
with dance performances.

Abijanac also received a Capelli d’Angeli
Foundation 2013 Artist Grant for women
artists whose work is a response to coping
with cancer. Her personal struggle inspired
digital drawings and relief paper sculptures
that explore the systematic development
of cancer cell metastasis.

Luttrull is the author of Arts & Numbers,
and her presentations have been featured
nationally by the DeVos Institute of Arts
Management at the Kennedy Center,
Americans for the Arts, Playwrights of New
York, the Ohio Art League, and the Indiana
Arts Commission. Previously Grogan Luttrull
served as the Director of Financial Analysis
for The Juilliard School.
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Alumni success

SANWAL DEEN

ELENA HARVEY COLLINS

CHASE BOWMAN

KELLI WILLIAMS

(MFA, 2017)

(MFA, 2012)

(MFA, 2014)

(MFA, 2017)

is curator at the Art Space Gallery at
Fresno City College in California. She
often collaborates with artist Liz Roberts,
whom she met at CCAD. The pair’s four
exhibitions together include Soft Regards, a
multimedia installation at the Cincinnati Arts
Association’s Alice F. and Harris K. Weston Art
Gallery in the Aronoff Center for the Arts. She
has also finished two solo video works, Final
Boss and Sculptures and People; both works
began as critical essays she wrote that were
published in Wow Huh and Art Practical.

is professor of Design at Concord University,
and opened Holler Contemporary Art Gallery
in Princeton, West Virginia, in 2017. Holler
is named as a double meaning for the valley
between two mountains and his mission is to
share the importance of Appalachian art with
the rest of the country.

has an observational sense of humor
about society’s radical shifts courtesy
social media that is a constant theme
in her work — a blend of experimental
animation, photography, and installation.
Following graduation, Williams worked
as a full-time faculty at Moore College
of Art & Design in Philadelphia. The
position, part of a prestigious Association
of Independent Colleges of Art & Design
fellowship for 2017 – 18, included coteaching a class called Visual Thinking
and also stop motion animation in an
experimental animation class, something
she was prepared for thanks to her
time with CCAD’s MFA multidisciplinary
curriculum.

is a photographer and brand designer for
the architecture firm Gensler in Seattle,
Washington. He also works as a freelance
photographer, whose work has been
featured nationally and internationally, in
print and online, including in the German
publication Der Spiegel. His MFA project,
informed by Sufi mysticism and western
transcendentalism, sought to investigate
“the unity between everything and why
humans sometimes fail to see that unity
and resort to violence and hatred.” This
resulted in both a book and a monolith
of photographs depicting found objects
in nature, photographed with techniques
such as focus-stacking and superresolution imaging.
“My experience at CCAD taught me that
arbitrary boundaries, be it between
painting, photography, design, writing, or
in life, are ridiculously pointless,” Deen
says. “It taught me to be like water . . . [to]
be more fluid in my approach to life, be
that at work . . . or in everyday life.”

“The MFA program at CCAD exposed me to
a lot of different perspectives,” she says. “At
the time I was doing my MFA (2010 – 2012),
Lisa Dent (now director of Resources and
Award Programs at Creative Capital) and
James Voorhies (now Dean of Fine Arts at
California College of the Arts) were both
based in Columbus and doing a project called
The Bureau for Open Culture at CCAD. Their
series of artist talks and lectures, 'The New
Administration of a Fine Arts Education' was
incredibly influential on me.”

Holler hosts workshops and classes so
locals and those in neighboring areas can
explore their artistic sides and learn to value
art’s role in their cultural legacy. Bowman is
building up a resource library as well, full of
books, documentaries, and films about the
history of Appalachia and the huge impact it
has had on U.S. history, like labor rights and
agriculture. This library will be integral to an
artist’s residency at Holler. Available to artists
who are not from Appalachia or who live in
other areas now, the residency will encourage
them to explore the changes happening in the
region, meet today’s Appalachians, and make
work rooted in and inspired by this education.

“Before CCAD, I was a photographer,”
she says. “I don’t think I understood all
the things animation could be. I was
taking classes with [Professor] Tracy
Robbins, and I learned a lot about these
different processes and to think about
animation in a different way, to think about
art in a different way.”
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MASTER OF DESIGN IN INTEGRATIVE DESIGN

HARNESS
THE EVOLU–
TION OF PROB–
LEM SOLVING.
“I was enrolled at [another university] working on my MBA, but the
program wasn’t a good fit — too much accounting and finance for my
art brain. I was teaching in the Interior Design department at CCAD
when I heard about the new MDes program. With the program being
a happy blend of business and design, I knew I had to give it a try. I’m
learning to retrain my brain, as well as take on new leadership roles.”
— MAURSHELL STOKES (MDes, 2019)
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MASTER OF DESIGN IN
INTEGRATIVE DESIGN

MDES
CCAD's Master of Design in Integrative
Design provides talented designers and
professionals with the tools to achieve
leadership roles in organizations,
create new businesses, and effect
positive change. Centered on projectbased experiences and with a humancentered approach, our curriculum
focuses on business, research, design
thinking, leadership, service design,
strategic planning, and creative asset
management. You will learn how to make
the case for design-driven innovation

and provide sustainable advantage to
businesses and nonprofits.
Through a mix of real-world projects
and coursework in this two-year
program, you will gain the knowledge
needed to build a bridge between
design and enterprise. And you will
leave CCAD a leader fluent in design
and business, ready to help companies
and communities become more
creative, effective, and competitive
in a global marketplace.

Top right: The program provides candidates
such as KENDRA RABINEAU (MDes, 2019)
career-transforming leadership opportunities.

“The core of the [MDes] program involves design thinking, which
forces you to approach complex issues at different angles, and, more
importantly, it encourages working with actual people — go figure —
which opens up a completely different understanding of a complex issue.
We look at the whole picture, then we take a deep dive, then we take a
step back; being equipped with proven strategies and tools, and being
able to get real practice with real clients, is second to none.”
— ELYSE APPLEWHITE (MDes, 2019)
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“As designers, we are always pulled into projects during the production
phase, which is usually the last phase, not really understanding the
reason behind the need. Now I ask the right ‘why?’ before and
during the project I work on.”
— PRIYA MEHTA (MDes, 2019)

FIRST
SEMESTER

SECOND
SEMESTER

THIRD
SEMESTER

FOURTH
SEMESTER

Design Integration
Studio I
GRID5001
3 credits

Design Integration
Studio II
GRID5002
3 credits

Design Integration
Studio III
GRID6001
3 credits

Design Integration
Studio IV
GRID6002
3 credits

Design Projects I
GRID5105
6 credits

Design Projects II
GRID5106
6 credits

Design Projects III
GRID6000
6 credits

Thesis Project
GRID6070
6 credits

Design Thinking
& Methodology
GRID5802
3 credits

Communications
& Advocacy
GRID5804
3 credits

Leadership &
Complexity
GRID5803
3 credits

Planning,
Sustainability
& Ethics
GRID5805
3 credits

Business
Foundations
for Design
GRID5801
3 credits

Research Creation
& Development
GRID6003
3 credits

Elective Course
3 credits

Elective Course
3 credits
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COURSES
COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
The program is structured in four semesters of increasing intricacy: self, ecosystems,
complexity, and implementation. Throughout the program, you will take core courses
that will increase your understanding of how business and design integrate. Each
semester, these core classes focus on a different project.

Design Integration Studio I – IV

Design Projects I – III

GRID5001 – 2 & GRID6001 – 2
12 credits total

GRID5105 – 6 & GRID6000
18 credits total

The core studios assist students with
the development and understanding
of their design projects through
critique, discussion, presentations, and
charrettes. Concurrent with Design
Projects, the Integration Studio offers
opportunities for reflection and practice
in building teams, collaboration,
experimentation, and synthesis.
Must be taken in conjunction with
Design Projects.

These practicums place students in
collaborative studio-based projects
through the CCAD MindMarket.
Students work on commercial,
cultural, and community-based
projects putting their professional
design experience into practice
while continuing to cultivate
collaborative approaches to solving
problems through interdisciplinary
or transdisciplinary methods. Must
be taken in conjunction with Design
Integration Studios.

SELF | FIRST SEMESTER

Design Thinking
& Methodology

Explore how your individual background
can contribute to driving innovation and
understand the needs your field has that
could be solved by Integrative Design;
learn about the theories of Integrative
Design and its potential to drive change
and apply what you’ve learned to a real
business problem brought on by
a saturated market.

GRID5802
3 credits

Business Foundations
for Design
GRID5801
3 credits
The course teaches design leaders
to consider financial information
as part of any complex decision
making. Understanding the financial
considerations behind business decisions
means students will be better equipped
to manage fiscal considerations within a
successful design business. This course
is designed to prepare future leaders to
comprehend, analyze, and develop such
financial information and consider it
within a relevant design context.

This course introduces students
to a human-centered approach
to collaborative innovation and
responsive problem solving.
Students learn the history of
and present applications for
design thinking through case
studies drawn from commercial,
educational, and social sectors.
The course culminates in
participatory workshops
that familiarize students with
critical issues in planning and
facilitating design thinking in
contemporary organizations.
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ECOSYSTEMS |
SECOND SEMESTER
The second semester looks at
ecosystems and teaches you how
to uncover a market’s nuances,
the context, and the people
your solution will serve. You will
research a problem and map its
connections and interdependencies
to generate a systemic vision so
businesses and organizations can
identify their opportunities and
scenarios of value — from which
you will create a new solution.

Communications & Advocacy
GRID5804
3 credits
This course provides students
the tools to facilitate constructive
dialogue within creative teams
and with external partners. The
ability to advocate for good design
solutions within organizations
and communities is stressed.
Narrative techniques, managing
and mastering an argument, and
negotiation skills are explored.

Research, Creation & Development
GRID6003
3 credits
Students in this course will practice
how, what, and when to develop research
for real-world design scenarios and
solutions. They will then develop and
formally present their research methods
and findings. The appropriateness
of specific research methods and
strategies and the understanding of their
applications will be practiced
and emphasized.
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COMPLEXITY | THIRD
SEMESTER
Whether you want to design a
new product, a service experience,
or organizational change, you'll
learn how to apply creativity
to solve complex business
and societal problems; scale
integration for and manage risk
and uncertainty. In this semester’s
real-world project, your cohort will
work to solve a human-centered,
complex problem.

Elective Course
3 credits

Leadership & Complexity
GRID5804
3 credits
Complex leadership redirects the
emphasis away from the individual as
leader and toward a more systematic
interdisciplinary strategy. This course
actively engages students in developing
the adaptive leadership skills needed
to thrive in complex and changing
environments. This includes how to
diagnose, interrupt, and innovate to
foster individual creativity, collective
engagement, and creative community
within ambiguous, risky, and
dynamic atmospheres.
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IMPLEMENTATION |
FOURTH SEMESTER
Implementation applies scenarios
of value for the customer,
business, and society. This
semester focuses on leading the
process, providing the strategic
and business tools to implement
future scenarios of value with
desirability, reliability, and viability,
and measuring its impact.

Planning, Sustainability
& Ethics
GRID5805
3 credits
This course stresses strategic
planning as vital to the success of
any enterprise. Planning is viewed
in an expanded sense, one that
fosters values, sustainability, and
ethical behavior. Developing goals,
identifying constituents, measuring
success, and establishing a
feedback system for continuous
improvement are emphasized.

Thesis Project
GRID6070
6 credits
In this capstone project course,
students are responsible for all phases
of the design process — from initial
development to final solution. They seek
out and develop their own projects for
real clients from either the for-profit or
nonprofit space. Students consult with
clients, organize teams, and oversee
process, deliverables, and final solutions.

Elective Course
3 credits

COURSE CATALOG
For a full list of course descriptions,
visit ccad.edu/mdes and look through
our course catalog.
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“IN THE 21ST
CENTURY, DESIGN
IS LEADING INNOVATION IN NEW &
CHALLENGING
CONTEXTS.”
— MERCÈ GRAELL-COLAS, Chair, Master of Design in Integrative Design

The MDes program gives students the
tools, theory, and strategy to tear down
silos that often exacerbate hidden or
shape-shifting challenges in both the
professional and social spheres. In
tandem, we facilitate projects with realworld practitioners or businesses that
question relevant current issues, and
guide cohorts to apply design thinking
to explore or solve these issues.

Examples of MDes projects include
revitalizing the retail and marketing
model for a plant store, creating
educational units for the prenatal care
unit of a hospital, and designing a more
effective surgical gown for a leading
health care company.
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///// CASE STUDY:

Creating Smarter Cities
As part of a recent cohort’s secondsemester project, students looked at the
potential ecosystems involved in Smart
City Columbus, a $50 million initiative
funded in part by the U.S. Department of
Transportation to reinvent mobility
throughout the City of Columbus.
Students worked with Dan Rockwell,
founder of web and mobile development
company Big Kitty Labs, to dig into
three areas that transportation changes
and innovation could impact:
entertainment, citizenship, and safety.
From those themes, they mapped
connections and interdependencies to
anticipate the opportunities, problems,
and scenarios of value.
For example, in terms of citizenship,
students conducted research interviews
and exploratory sessions as the foundation
to predict how smarter, technologically
advanced transportation would change how
people identify themselves.
Some questions their work raised and then
dissected: If we have autonomous vehicles,
we might not need driver’s licenses, so what
would serve as a comparable identification
system? Do we even need a comparable
identification system? How do we exist as
dual citizens — real and virtual — and what
market opportunities or social challenges
will present themselves because of that new
way of living? Are there business product

ventures or social good solutions that can
stem from that?
How do we make a seamless transference
between our real lives and digital lives, and
how does that notion get better addressed
in the transportation queries happening in
Silicon Valley, Columbus, and elsewhere?
The students presented their findings and
ideas in several settings, including a panel
at Startup Week Columbus, which gave
them a direct line of communication to
future partners or leaders whose work could
be directly affected by their design research
and solutions. “Every major corporation has
a position on how they’re going to be part
of the future,” Rockwell says.
“They’re trying to figure out where they
can be next. Where will consumers
go next? There’s also the issue of
equality and how we can bridge gaps
in the future digital spaces. These
design research students are already
thinking about the paradigm shift that’s
happening and will continue to happen.”
—D
 AN ROCKWELL
Founder, Big Kitty Labs
MDes graduates are prepared to take
on — and foresee — the challenges
and opportunities of the future.
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Study solutions that work
Real-world projects
Tackle wicked problems across disciplines
while earning key professional experience.
You’ll graduate from the MDes program
with years of experience working in a crossdisciplinary design setting with skills that prove
you can work with clients on a variety of openended issues. Employers and thought institutions,
now more than ever, seek professionals able to
scale across conditions, making you a leader
in your field — and theirs.

MDES WILL PROVIDE
YOU OPPORTUNITIES TO:
⁄ P
 resent, teach, or talk at leadership and
innovation events and panels
⁄ F
 acilitate and lead design workshops across
the city and help others, from K – 12 students
to airport officials, work through challenges
and how to manage them
⁄ B
 uild a reputation and relationship with current
practitioners, stakeholders, and leaders in a
range of industries that have local, national,
and international reach

MDes students learn to uncover answers to complex issues
while keeping holistic, human values front and center.

“There was one particular class that really made everything click for me. We were
watching a case study video on the Greater Good Studio, based in Chicago, Illinois,
and they had a client with a wicked problem: getting students in the cafeteria to eat
healthy and waste less. They did tons of research, from putting GoPros on the little
students to get their point of view, to conducting interviews with cafeteria staff. All
this research and work, done with design thinking, changed the entire ecosystem of
a traditional elementary cafeteria that we all know so well.”
— ELYSE APPLEWHITE (MDes, 2019)

Learn to see the big picture
“The project classes have pushed me into challenging myself in areas I didn’t know
I had the potential to achieve. The different projects expand our knowledge not
only in relation to the subject we are working on, but also the various other topics
integrated to that subject. In the Smart Cities project, we dealt with so many
interdependent systems, trying to really understand how people interact with
these interdependent systems.”
— PRIYA MEHTA (MDes, 2019)

Get a leg up while putting people first
“Not a lot of schools were offering a Master of Design with this type of complexity;
they just hone in on visual creation. This program is cutting-edge, and I felt if my
money was going to go toward something, it was going to be something that was up
and coming and something that could lead companies into the future. Then my degree
and what I learn would get me invited to those conference meetings and the big round
tables with innovators and disruptive ideas. I know a lot of designers who are looking
for that leg up. An MBA gives you the business language but doesn’t necessarily
help you with the other facets you have to tackle. With CCAD’s MDes you learn the
language not only to talk to designers, but also the language you’d learn in an MBA
environment — best of both worlds. That’s really exciting. The spring 2018 project
introduced co-creation, which puts people at the heart of design, not just considering
them users. That really resonated with me.”
— KENDRA RABINEAU (MDes, 2019)
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Selected faculty highlights

MERCÈ GRAELL-COLAS

MIKE COMPTON

KELLY DEVORE

RAJ SHROFF

Chair, Master of Design in Integrative
Design, Professor, Master of Design

Assistant Professor, Advertising & Graphic
Design, Master of Design

Chair, Interior Design, Associate Professor
Interior Design, Master of Design

Adjunct Instructor, Master of Design
CORE Liberal Arts: Business
& Entrepreneurship

Mercè Graell-Colas (BA, Industrial Technical
Engineering, Universidad Politécnica de
Cataluña; MFA, Design Education, The
Ohio State University) came to CCAD from
Barcelona, where she worked as Strategic
Design Director for the prestigious firm
Designit and Coordinator of the Master in
Design Management Research program at
Istituto Europeo di Design. With more than
25 years of experience in design and more
than 10 years of experience developing
and implementing successful design
methodologies centered on people — she is
an influential pioneer of co-creation in Spain
(an emerging management initiative/ strategy
that brings together different stakeholders
to produce a mutually valued outcome). In
the academic industry, she has specialized
in developing design curricula that focus on
design thinking, research, and management.

Mike Compton (BFA, Communication Design,
Virginia Commonwealth University; MFA in
Visual Arts: New Projects, CCAD) teaches
in graduate design studies with a focus
on methods and models for innovation
management and research. In addition
to being a founder at Alloy Research and
Strategy, a brand consultancy in Columbus,
Compton has more than 20 years of seniorlevel consulting experience in strategy,
research, marketing, product innovation, and
brand building for such recognizable brands as
P&G, Kraft, Disney, Mattel, and many others.
Compton is committed to a forward-looking
design education that prepares students to
solve commercial and civic challenges from
a human perspective. He regularly presents,
publishes, and conducts workshops on these
topics nationally and internationally.

Kelly DeVore (MFA, Design Research and
Development, The Ohio State University;
BArch, Iowa State University), has taught in
the Interior Design, Advertising & Graphic
Design, and Masters programs since
coming to CCAD in 2012, in addition to her
chair duties in Interior Design.

Raj Shroff (BA, Self-Directive Studies,
Ohio University; MBA, The Ohio State
University) is an adjunct faculty teaching
Business & Entrepreneurship in the MDes and
undergraduate programs.

DeVore is a Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEED)–accredited
professional and practiced architecture in
Seattle, Washington, before moving to Ohio.
Her practice now focuses on redesigning
forgotten architecture in Columbus.
DeVore's breadth of design experience
includes work in residential, small
commercial, graphic design, and
social practice.

Shroff is Founder and Principal of Pine
Strategy & Design, a boutique consulting
agency, and has led large-scale initiatives
for some of the world's leading brands in
customer experience strategy, design, and
marketing. In his courses he shares business
theory but prioritizes the practical applications
of business and teaches his students through
real-world situations. Success for him is
that his students gain confidence, become
comfortable with the business side of
creativity, and learn to ask the right questions.
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Q&A:
MDes can transform your career —
whether it’s in design or something else.
The MDes program at CCAD welcomed its
inaugural class in 2017. Elle Miller, who
will be part of the first MDes graduating
class in 2019, shared her experience in
the program.

Q: W
 hy did you decide to enter
CCAD’s MDes program?

A:  I’ve always felt not having a degree

in my professional field, interior
design, was holding me back. I was
starting to feel stagnant and, frankly,
a little bored, at work. I wanted to
be the expert in something rather
than justifying why I was capable
without formal education in the field.
I was deciding between an online
graduate program in interiors and a
design research program elsewhere.
Neither seemed like a truly ideal fit.
Having looked about a year before,
I went back to CCAD’s website on a
whim and discovered the new MDes
program. I typically pride myself on
being a very logical person, so the
fact that CCAD “just felt right” was
difficult to justify — especially when
you’re paying for it yourself and have
two kids at home — but now I can.

With the MDes program, I found my
undergraduate degree in speech
and hearing science was no longer a
misstep in my career as a designer.
It gave me an alternative perspective,
which in the program translates
to an advantage. I’m embarrassed
to say, I grew up in Columbus, but
had never been to CCAD nor knew
anything about the school. I don’t
know how I missed such a jewel.

Q: H
 as the MDes curriculum expanded
your ability to problem solve?

A:  T o an extent, yes, we learn steps

in problem solving processes.
The most valuable thing we’re
learning, however, isn’t how to
solve problems ourselves. It’s how
to select and apply a mental
framework to the problem; how to
find and use the right resources to
tackle the problem; and how to
make sure you’re even working on
the right problem.
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 hat it really comes down to is,
W
we’re learning how to help anyone
solve any problem. We’re not saying
we can solve any problem alone,
rather the curriculum teaches
you how to contribute to any team
tackling any issue. These are the
job skills that will keep you at the
table when your industry changes
or the market collapses. I’m also
confident saying I’m a better interior
designer after two semesters in
MDes than I would have been after
two semesters in a Master’s of
Interior Architecture program. I’m
also confident I’m no longer limited
to the field of interiors.
It is empowering.

Q: Can you give an example of a class

project, lesson, or lecture that was
particularly meaningful to you?

A:  No, not just one. There are far

too many. I was hoping the MDes
program would jumpstart my
career. Instead, it has completely
transformed my mental model of
what design is — and probably the
world as a whole. The program
pushes you to improve and grasp a
new understanding every single day.
I could probably say the two most
meaningful aspects so far are the
readings and the people. Even
though I’ve tried, I never enjoyed
reading. It wasn’t until this program
that I realized it wasn’t that I wasn’t
a “reader,” but that I was reading

the wrong books. Beginning with
our summer reading assignments,
I was hooked. I started seeking out
books on design, then psychology,
personality, and science. … I didn’t
realize learning different ways of
thinking would have such an effect
on how I see the world. It seems like
a clichéd marketing phrase until you
actually experience it. It has literally
(but really figuratively) opened my
eyes to the world. On top of that, to
see how well-read the faculty is just
blows my mind. They’re constantly
recommending books and my list
continues to grow.
Speaking of which, the second
most meaningful aspect of the
program is the people — honestly.
I am continually amazed by how
intelligent the faculty are. More
than that, though, has been their
willingness to help in whatever you
need. They’ve been inspiring to work
with. The students in our cohort have
been just as kind and accepting, too.
I’ve never worked with a group that
had the same combination of talent
and genuine drive to see each other
succeed. It’s something that’s going
to stay with me the rest of my career.
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Future Summer Nostalgia

Never Letting Go

COLLABORATIVE GROUP PROJECT
SOFA Connect Chicago 2017
Off-Campus Experience, Fall 2017

MATTHEW DANGLER (MFA, 2018)
Possessions, 72” x 120” x 240”
Thesis Show 2018
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Lotus Baby

Interwoven: Here and There

WEITING WEI (MFA, 2018)
2017, Porcelain, 7” x 4” x 4”
Thesis Show 2018

ANITA MARHARJAN (MFA, 2018)
2018, Discarded Bed Sheets, Plastic, Paper, Acrylic Paint; Dimensions Variable
Thesis Show 2018
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Future Narratives for Smart Cities

Future Narratives for Smart Cities

JOSEPH OWENS (MDes, 2019)
Digital Video & Monitor
2018, Design Projects

CHRISTOPHER RABINEAU (MDes, 2019)
Paper Prints
2018, Design Projects
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Future Narratives for Smart Cities

Future Narratives for Smart Cities

PRIYA MEHTA (MDes, 2019)
Digital Video Projection & Foam Core Board
2018, Design Projects

KENDRA RABINEAU (MDes, 2019)
Foam & 3D Printed ABS Plastic
2018, Design Projects
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THE CCAD DIFFERENCE

WE BRING
WORLD
CLASS TO
THE CLASSROOM.
“I benefited from the many
visiting artists who did studio
visits with me. I honestly believe
I never would have had those
opportunities if I had gone
somewhere other than CCAD.”
— DAVID COOKE (MFA, 2018)
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Beeler Gallery elevates
the contemporary art
and design discussion.
Beeler Gallery, located on the first floor
of campus’ Canzani Center, is an active
site for contemporary art practices and
contingent fields. With experimental
public programming of exhibitions,
commissions, performances, residencies,
workshops, lectures, conversations,
and screenings, Beeler Gallery is
dedicated to enlarging and rethinking
the unique role of a gallery within the
context of a school of art and design as
a multidimensional site for learning and
producing knowledge.
Beeler Gallery features a 6,000-squarefoot exhibition space and 99-seat
screening room, and regularly gains
national attention for its exhibitions of
work by influential artists from across
creative spheres. The gallery also hosts
the annual CCAD MFA thesis exhibitions,
as well as a Graduate Studies Talks
series that presents important makers
who represent a range of disciplines,
including performance artist Miranda
July, graphic novelist Art Spiegelman,
designer Karim Rashid, and punk
pioneer Gary Panter.

See the full list and video of past talks at
ccad.edu/gradtalks.

Under the new leadership
of Director Jo-ey Tang,
previously a curator at Paris’
Palais de Tokyo, Beeler
Gallery launched Columbus’
first art book fair; hosted
visiting artists from around
the world, such as the
founding members of the
New York-based collective
fierce pussy; and facilitated
environments for graduate
students to work with and
experience one-on-one
learning from important
leaders in their fields.
Right: Printed material on view in
How Well Do You Behave? IN THE
FLAT FIELD, part of Season Zero
at Beeler Gallery.
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Visiting scholars share their knowledge.
As part of CCAD’s graduate program, the college brings in guest artists, designers,
and scholars each semester. These visiting experts teach workshops and seminars,
engage in one-on-one mentoring with MFA students, and lecture as part of CCAD’s
Visiting Artists & Scholars series, which is open to the entire student body and public.

Acclaimed artist and photographer
Alec Soth at CCAD.
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PAST VISITORS INCLUDE:
Atom-r
Benjamin Anastas
Claire Ashley
Charles Atlas
Roger Beebe
Anthea Behm
Dodie Bellamy
Cara Benedetto
Ian Berry
Dawoud Bey
Hannah Brancato
Phong Bui
Tom Burckhardt
Kathy Butterly
Andrianna Campbell
Felipe Castelblanco Olaya
Roz Chast
Gil Cloyd
Malcolm Cochran
Martha Colburn
Holland Cotter
Rebecca Cummins
Kelly Sue DeConnick
Cheryl Donegan
Gregory Donovan
Taylor Downes
Craig Drennen
Leonardo Drew
Latifa Echakhch
Angela Ellsworth
Brian Ewing
Kathy Fagan
Kim Faler
fierce pussy
Spencer Finch
Matt Fraction
Jonathan Franzen
Joe Fyfe
Phoebe Gloeckner
Kenneth Goldsmith
Katy Grannan
Boris Groys

Fritz Haeg
Trenton Doyle Hancock
Dana Lynn Harper
Eleanor Heartney
Susan Howe
Amanda Hunt
Doug Ischar
Jessica Jackson Hutchins
Miranda July
Jordan Kantor
Sevdije Kastrati
Damdul Kelly
Geshe Kelsang Gyatso
Byron Kim
Kent Lambert
Laura Larson
Les Levine
Nicola López
Colleen Macklin
Lauren MacMullan
Nilah Magruder
Tony Matelli
Sarah Mattes
Aspen Mays
Heather McGill
Jason Middlebrook
Donald Moffett
Carrie Moyer
Ryan Mrozowski
John Newman
Bob Nickas
Ann Nocenti
Boru O'Brien O'Connell
Odili Donald Odita
Sharon Olds
Kaz Oshiro
Roxy Paine
Gary Panter
Dushko Petrovich
Hanoch Piven
Michele Poulos
Priority Designs

J. Morgan Puett
Karim Rashid
Nate Ricciuto
Tanisha Robinson
Aurora Robson
Alexis Rockman
Em Rooney
Alison Rossiter
Jon Rubin
Stefan Sagmeister
Liz Sanders
Marjane Satrapi
Paula Scher
Peter Schjeldahl
Fred Seibert
Sarah Rose Sharp
Daniel Shea
Sudarshan Shetty
Raena Shirali
Anna Shteynshleyger
Suzanne Silver
Robert Slifkin
Jeff Smith
Luke Stettner
David St. John
threeASFOUR
Fred Tomaselli
Natasha Trethewey
Brian Ulrich
Rodrigo Valenzuela
Nari Ward
Chris Ware
Micah White
Eleanor Wilner
Fred Wilson
Ofer Wolberger
Mike Womack
John Yau
Chip Zdarsky
James Zemaitis
Almond Zigmund
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THE CCAD DIFFERENCE: FACULTY

Award-winning faculty
focused on you.
Faculty at CCAD are industry professionals
who teach graduates to think critically and
to create at the highest level.

⁄ ADVERTISING & GRAPHIC DESIGN
⁄ ANIMATION
⁄ CERAMICS
⁄ COMICS & NARRATIVE PRACTICE
⁄ CONTEMPORARY CRAFTS
⁄ DRAWING
⁄ FASHION DESIGN
⁄ FILM & VIDEO
⁄ GLASSBLOWING
⁄ ILLUSTRATION
⁄ INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
⁄ INTEGRATIVE DESIGN
⁄ INTERACTIVE DESIGN
⁄ INTERIOR DESIGN
⁄ JEWELRY
⁄ PAINTING
⁄ PHOTOGRAPHY
⁄ PRINTMAKING
⁄ SCULPTURE
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“THE FACULTY ... ARE
INCREDIBLY SUPPORTIVE
AND INSPIRING TOWARD THE
ART PROCESSES — MAKING IT,
DISCUSSING IT, AND VISUAL
PROBLEM SOLVING. CCAD
ADMINISTRATION, FACULTY,
AND STAFF MADE ME FEEL
LIKE IT IS NEVER TOO LATE TO
PURSUE YOUR DREAMS. THEY
ARE VERY PASSIONATE ABOUT
THE IDEA THAT YOU SHOULD
JUST START THE JOURNEY.”
— GENE STRICKLAND (MFA, 2020)
Coordinator/Associate Professor of Photography
and Art at Columbus State Community College
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JULIE ABIJANAC

CASEY BRADLEY

TRICIA CARLOS

KELLY DEVORE

TOM GATTIS

HIROSHI HAYAKAWA

Installation, Fiber
Associate Professor
MFA, Cranbrook
Academy of Art

Sculpture
Fabrication Studio Manager
MFA, Bowling Green
State University

Fashion Design
Assistant Professor
MEd, Northcentral
University

Interior Design
Chair, Associate Professor
MFA, The Ohio
State University

Industrial Design
Dean, School of Design Arts
MDes, Bemidji
State University

Photography
Professor
MFA, Cranbrook
Academy of Art

JEREMY BAKER

MOLLY J. BURKE

MARIA CARLUCCIO

DELANO ELLIS

EMI GENNIS

HELEN HOFFELT

Animation
Assistant Professor
MFA, The Ohio
State University

Glass, Installation
Assistant Director
of Graduate Studies,
Assistant Professor
MFA, The Ohio
State University

Illustration
Assistant Professor
MFA, Fashion Institute
of Technology

Industrial Design
Adjunct Instructor
MFA, Savannah College
of Art and Design

Comics & Narrative Practice
Assistant Professor
MFA, Savannah College
of Art and Design

Photography
Professor
MFA, State University of
New York at New Paltz

MALCOLM COCHRAN

JOHN FERGUS-JEAN

GAVRILO GNATOVICH

ERIC HOMAN

MARK BURLEIGH

Installation, Sculpture
Visiting Distinguished
Faculty
MFA, Cranbrook
Academy of Art

Photography
Faculty Emeritus
MFA, Rochester Institute
of Technology

Experimental Animation
Assistant Professor
MFA, Savannah College
of Art and Design

Film & Video
Assistant Professor
MFA, Florida
Atlantic University

SONYA FIX

MERCÈ GRAELLCOLAS

ARIANA-SOPHIA
KARTSONIS

Integrative Design
Chair, Professor
MFA, The Ohio
State University

Writing
Associate Professor
PhD, University of Cincinnati

CHARLOTTE BELLAND
Animation
Chair, Associate Professor
MFA, The Ohio
State University

SHELLEY BIRD
Integrative Design
Adjunct Instructor
PhD, University of
Southern Australia

JOSHUA BODMAN
Advertising & Graphic Design
Chair, Associate Professor
MFA, Ohio University

CAROL BORAM–HAYS
Art History
Assistant Professor
PhD, The Ohio
State University

Advertising & Graphic Design
Associate Professor
BFA, Columbus College
of Art & Design

JOSHUA BUTTS
CORE Liberal Arts
Associate Director,
Department Head of Writing,
Literature, and Philosophy,
Associate Professor
PhD, University of Cincinnati

JOHN CAIRNS
Art & Technology
Graduate Admissions
Counselor, Adjunct Instructor
MFA, University of Cincinnati

MICHAEL COMPTON
Design
Assistant Professor
MFA, Columbus College
of Art & Design

SUZANNE COTTON
Fashion Design
Chair, Associate Professor
MS, Franklin University

Critical Theory, Writing
Assistant Professor
PhD, New York University

ALICE FRENZ
CORE Studio
Associate Professor
BFA, Columbus College
of Art & Design

ANDY FRIZ
Animation
Assistant Professor
BA, Indiana University

CAROL GRIFFITH
Painting
Professor
MFA, Ohio University

ELAINE GROGAN
LUTTRULL
Business & Entrepreneurship
Adjunct Instructor
MA, University of Missouri

JOHN KORTLANDER
Painting
Professor
MFA, University of Colorado

JOE KOVACH
Illustration
Associate Professor
MS, Franklin University
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JEANNINE KRAFT

ANDREW MCCAULEY

ANDREA MYERS

SARA RENNER

TOSHA STIMAGE

ELIZABETH TRAPP

Art History
Chair, Associate Professor
PhD, National University
of Ireland, Maynooth

Painting, Drawing
Assistant Professor,
Associate Director,
CORE Studies
MFA, Columbus College
of Art & Design

Fine Arts
Visiting Distinguished Faculty
MFA, School of the Art
Institute of Chicago

Integrative Design
Adjunct Instructor
BFA, Columbus College
of Art & Design

Fine Arts
Visiting Faculty
MFA, California College
of the Arts

Art History
Assistant Professor
MA, Ohio University
MFA, Columbus College
of Art & Design

MICHAEL LAUGHEAD

DANIELLE JULIAN
NORTON

Illustration, Comics &
Narrative Practice
Chair, Assistant Professor
MFA, Columbus College
of Art & Design

Comics & Narrative Practice
Assistant Professor
MFA, Duke University

Sculpture, Installation
Associate Professor
MFA, University
of Notre Dame

JOSEPH LOMBARDO

KATHY MCGHEE

MIKE OLENICK

Painting
Adjunct Instructor
MFA, Bowling Green
State University

Printmaking
Professor
MFA, The Ohio
State University

Film & Video
Adjunct Instructor
MFA, Cranbrook
Academy of Art

LAURENN MCCUBBIN

TIM RIETENBACH

JEREMY STOLL

ERNIE VIVEIROS

Sculpture
Professor
MFA, The Ohio
State University

Science, Social Science
Department Head, Assistant
Professor
PhD, Indiana University

Painting
Professor
MFA, Southern
Illinois University

KANAME TAKADA

MELISSA VOGLEYWOODS

RON SAKS

Film & Video
Professor Emeritus
MFA, University of
California, Los Angeles

RAJ SHROFF
ROBERT LOSS

STEWART MCKISSICK

JAMES PAYNE

English, Philosophy
Associate Professor
MFA, The Ohio
State University

Illustration, Comics
Professor
MFA, Syracuse University

Art History
Adjunct Instructor
MA, Indiana University

MATTHEW MOHR

AARON PETTEN

Advertising & Graphic Design
Associate Professor
MS, Franklin University

Advertising & Graphic Design
Associate Professor
MFA, Parsons The New
School for Design

Art History
Assistant Professor
PhD, University of
East London

Integrative Design
Design Research
Adjunct Instructor
MFA, The Ohio
State University

KELLY MALEC-KOSAK

NICOLE MONAHAN

RIC PETRY

Metals, Sculpture, Fine Arts
Chair, Professor
MFA, California College
of the Arts

Sculpture, Ceramics
Adjunct Instructor
MFA, The Ohio
State University

Photography, Video
Director of Graduate Studies,
Professor
MFA, Temple University

DUNCAN SNYDER

JAMES LUTZ

Ceramics
Professor
MFA, University of
Notre Dame

JO-EY TANG

Sculpture, Installation
Adjunct Instructor
MFA, The Ohio
State University

JOHN YOUGER

Integrative Design
Adjunct Instructor
MBA, The Ohio
State University

Fine Art, Curatorial
Director of Exhibitions,
Beeler Gallery
MFA, New York University

SAPNA SINGH

GEORGIA TANGI

NASHEET ZAMAN

Art History, Design History
Adjunct Instructor
PhD, The Ohio
State University

Animation
Visiting Faculty
MS, Cornell University

Photography
Chair, Professor
MFA, Maryland Institute
College of Art

GREG THUNE
Industrial Design
Chair, Assistant Professor
MS, Franklin University

Industrial Design
Assistant Professor
BA, The Ohio State University
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Be known in
Columbus …
Exposure to outside business,
community, or cultural leaders
can be influential as you dive
deeper into understanding
yourself as an artist. Your mentors
and professional collaborators
are a resource for developing
professional skills and finding
pathways to your desired career.
As an integral part of the MDes
program, students work with
real clients on real-world
problems. We’re able to nimbly
connect with these clients because
of CCAD’s deep connections to
the various Columbus industries.
MDes students have worked
alongside local retail stores,
startup networks, the City of
Columbus, and more.
Our community ties also
generously enhance the MFA
student education. MFA candidates
are required to participate in
an off-campus experience,
and options include individual
mentoring with an artist or
professional, foreign study, or
an internship with a nonprofit
or business. Our students have
participated in off-campus
experiences in our Columbus
backyard, around the country,
and at international locations.
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... and beyond.

PAST MFA OFFCAMPUS EXPERIENCES

You can expect personal attention from
CCAD before, during, and after your time
as a graduate student. Our alumni work in
the coolest places, across the map, and we
have a whole team dedicated to celebrating
and continuing their success.

Airstream, Jackson Center, OH

The robust network of professionals —
which you’ll be able to tap into and learn
from as a graduate student — enjoys an
alumni spring and fall tour in locations
around the U.S., where alumni engage
with current CCAD leaders as well as other
artists, designers, and professionals in
their area. Alumni are regularly invited to
campus to give visiting lectures, participate
in art marketplaces, and review student
work, and we offer special alumni pricing
on many of our key campus events
throughout the year.

Aurora Robson, Artist, New York, NY

Microscope Gallery, Brooklyn, NY

Burren College of Art, Residency,
Ballyvaughan, Ireland

Mildred’s Lane, Artists’ Residency,
Beach Lake, PA

Charleston Animal Society, Internship,
Charleston, SC

Montaña de Luz, Honduras

Columbus Museum of Art,
Columbus, OH

Ohio Art League, Nonprofit,
Columbus, OH

Coyote Canyon MFA Residency, hosted
by Wide Open Studios, location varies

Ologie, Design Firm, Columbus, OH

We honor graduates with an alumni awards
series as well, including the Joseph V.
Canzani Alumni Award for Excellence,
Emerging Leader Award, the Commitment
to Service Award, the Arts Educator Award,
and the Creative Entrepreneur Award.
Plus, our Marketing & Communications
team has initiatives in place to stay in touch
with alumni and promote their work, gallery
openings, residencies, news, publications,
and awards beyond the scope of the college.

American Horticulture Society,
Alexandria, VA
Angela Meleca Gallery, Columbus, OH
Arrowmont School of Arts and Crafts,
Gatlinburg, TN

Electrolux, Charlotte, NC
Elsewhere Residency, Greensboro, NC
Franklin Park Conservatory,
Columbus, OH
Fuller Art Center, Los Alamos, NM
Glass Axis, Glass Art CoOp,
Columbus, OH
Global Sustainability Jam,
location varies

Gullkistan Center for Creativity, Residency,
Laugarvatn, Iceland
Homestead National Monument, Beatrice, NE
Igloo Letterpress, Custom Letterpress,
Worthington, OH
Laika Studios, Animation Studio, Hillsboro, OR

Nicola López, Artist, New York, NY

Pilchuck Glass School, Seattle, WA
Pizzuti Collection, Columbus, OH
Second Sight Studios, Residency,
Columbus, OH
Simonetta Moro, Artist, New York, NY
SOFA Connect, Chicago, IL
Wexner Center for the Arts,
Columbus, OH
... and many other opportunities not
listed here.

“CCAD played a vital role in my finding employment. My professors and classmates
strengthened tools I already had and also provided me with new ones. Students are
really encouraged to become present in the local arts community, which is key to
knowing where opportunities are.”
— VICTORIA LAVORINI (MFA, 2016), Graphic Designer
and Exhibitions Assistant at Pizzuti Collection
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CAREER SERVICES,
TEACHING OPPORTUNITIES
& ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Career resources always
at your fingertips.
The abilities to articulate, organize, and
think clearly about one’s work and career
are vital. Our graduate programs provide
students the space, time, and expertise
to achieve it all. Meanwhile, these futurefocused resources provide current graduate
students and alumni alike the skills and
opportunities to sustain their practice
and be successful after graduate school.

“The wide breadth of
interdisciplinary experiences
I had at CCAD made a big
difference when I was applying
for jobs. At CCAD, I learned to
not to be a specialist in one area,
but to be a specialist in many areas.”
— JASON SCHWAB (MFA, 2014)
Assistant Professor of Art
Flagler College

CAREER SERVICES
ccadcareers.com
Career Services assists all
CCAD students and alumni with
career professional development.
The team offers one-on-one
appointments for resume and cover
letter review; job and internship
search assistance; interview
practice; networking assistance;
and career decision making.
Workshops on topics such as
developing interview skills to
writing resumes, networking,
employer visits, and more are
also available, and we host a
Connections Career Fair every
fall for students registered
with Career Services.
Career Services also maintains
postings for jobs, internships, and
other opportunities and resources
for art- and design-related
opportunities. Student and alumni
can access opportunities that
range from full- and part-time jobs
to gallery calls for submissions to
internships and freelance work.

TEACHING OPPORTUNITIES
ccad.edu/takeclass

MINDMARKET
ccad.edu/mindmarket

In addition to the designated
coursework and teaching
internship electives offered in each
graduate program, you can also
gain experience teaching during
our Community Education classes,
which include a Saturday Morning
Art Class Series for grade school–
age students to adults, and during
CCAD College Preview, a monthlong experience for high school
students interested in a future in
art and design. You can inspire
the next generation of artists and
designers while gaining important
career-building experience at the
front of the classroom.

The CCAD MindMarket is a learning lab
that connects students with industry
and nonprofit partners who are looking
for creative and innovative solutions.
Students work with faculty to research,
strategize, design, and implement
new ideas and concepts that relate to
what our partners need. It’s our way of
serving the community and supporting
commerce by using our resources to
prompt creative innovation and
anticipate trends in both existing and
future markets.

BUSINESS &
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
DEPARTMENT
We recognize the importance of
teaching business, economics,
and entrepreneurship to ensure
a successful creative career. Our
Business & Entrepreneurship
department offers classes and
individual consultations on
modern business topics artists and
designers need to know now, such
as financial literacy, marketing
your work, and more. Learning
how to strategically plan your
creative business can empower
your career long term, and we’re
custom-built to help.

“I care about being able to use
what I’ve learned to help people
thrive and lead to something
more than just the financial gain.”
— KENDRA RABINEAU (MDes, 2019)

SALES OPPORTUNITIES
ccad.edu/store
ccad.edu/artfair
Ampersand Emporium is an
on-campus and online boutique shop
that sells CCAD gear as well as selected
alumni artwork, jewelry, ceramics, and
more. CCAD also hosts a juried Art
Fair twice a year, during which CCAD
students and alumni can promote
and sell their art.
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MAP
You’re designed to be different.
So are we.
E. SPRING ST.

^
N
N. WASHINGTON AVE.

13

P
E. LONG ST.

P

11
12

2

9

7

6

SPACES
6–94

N. GRANT ST.

P
15
P

8

/ 16	Columbus Museum of Art
480 E. Broad St.

/ 3	Administration Building
107 N. Ninth St.

/ 17	Broad Street United Methodist Church
501 E. Broad St.

/ 4	Schottenstein Residence Hall
95 N. Ninth St.

/ 18	Columbus State Community College
550 E. Spring St.

Battelle Hall
101 N. Washington Ave.

/ 8 	CCAD Design Studios on Broad
* MFA & MDes Studios
390 E. Broad St.

/ 10 Design Square Apartments /
Ampersand Emporium
91 Cleveland Ave.

N. NINTH ST.

1

/ 2	Loann Crane Center for Design
112 Cleveland Ave.

/ 9	Grant Labs
76 – 82 N. Grant Ave.

P

E. GAY ST.

/ 15	First Congregational Church
444 E. Broad St.

/6

P

5

/ 1	Canzani Center / Beeler Gallery
60 Cleveland Ave.

/ 7	Visiting Artist Residence
525 Boone St.

E. GAY ST.

P

P

3
4

10

P

P

CCAD NEIGHBORS

/ 5	Kinney Hall / Supply Store
470 E. Gay St.

E. LONG ST.

N. WASHINGTON AVE.

14

N. GRANT ST.

P

18

CCAD CAMPUS

16

*
E. BROAD ST. (U.S. STATE ROUTE 40)

17

/ 11	Studio Hall
122 N. Grant Ave.
/ 12	Studio Hall Annex
10 N. Grant Ave.
/ 13	Circle Hall
145 N Grant Ave.
/ 14	Amelita Mirolo Fine Arts Building
161 N. Grant Ave.

“This is a place for people who
are driven, who follow the beat
of their own drum, who like
community. What drives this
program is community. No
graduate student is left behind.”
— FAITH GOODMAN (MFA, 2019)
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“My experience practicing art in Columbus
isn't so much that I developed it at CCAD:
I really discovered it there. The combination
of time and facilities to investigate and
experiment coupled with the help of some very
supportive individuals allowed me to really
see the forest for the trees, and delve into what,
I hope, is my practice for a very long time.”
— CHASE BOWMAN (MFA, 2014)
Owner, Holler Gallery
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MFA APPLICATION DETAILS

Application
requirements
In CCAD’s unique MFA program, you will
pursue the development of projects rather
than the study of specific media. The
program also focuses on marketing your
work as a creative professional. In our twoyear, 60-credit program, you will design,
create, and defend your work.
You will work on a personal project each
semester, and this project forms the
foundation of your work in the program.

Master of Fine Arts project proposal
As a key part of your application, please
describe the first project you would like
to undertake in your first semester.
Although we request that your answers
be in written format, we also like to see
supporting visual materials.

What we need to see
/ A
 short narrative about the work or
research that led you to this interest,
including visual documentation of your
own or others’ work that has influenced
this proposal
/ An explanation of the historical, critical,
or cultural contexts for and influences on
your proposal

/ A
 description of the media
and methodology your project
will involve
/ A description of the resources
(facilities and instruction) you
anticipate needing, including
what CCAD can offer you to
complete your project

Letters of recommendation		
Please submit three (3) letters of
recommendations from faculty, guidance
counselors, professional artists, employers,
or other adults not related to you, through
ccad.slideroom.com.

International students: proof
of English proficiency
If you are an international student
from a country where English is
not the primary language, you
must submit proof of your English
proficiency. A minimum score
of TOEFL iBT 80 or IELTS 6.5 is
required. You should request your
score through the test center;
you can submit it via postal mail.

Be clear and specific. Your project
proposal is judged not only on its
creativity and originality, but also
on its clarity, organization, and
presentation. Remember, you only
have one semester to complete
this initial project. So keep
feasibility and scope in mind.

Application fee

3.00 minimum GPA

IMPORTANT DATES
TO REMEMBER

Portfolio

Free Application for Federal
Student Aid (FAFSA)

Priority Scholarship Application
Deadline: Feb.1 for fall semester

Select 20 examples of your best
work, 3 time-based works, or
some combination of the two.
Submit your portfolio entirely
as digital files through
ccad.slideroom.com.

Financing your education does not have to be
overwhelming. Complete your FAFSA, send
us the information, and CCAD will use this to
determine a package that works for you.

Rolling Application Deadline: We
continue to accept applications on
a rolling basis. To ensure space
and scholarships are still available,
we encourage you to complete your
application as early as possible.

Applicants submitting time-based
work in excess of 15 minutes
should submit a cued-up sample
video along with the full-length
work.

Resume/CV
PDF format

$65

College transcripts

CCAD’s code for TOEFL results
is 1085.

Have a question?
Contact us at 614.222.3249 or
gradadmissions@ccad.edu.
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MDES APPLICATION DETAILS

Application
requirements

					

Master of Design Portfolio
Please describe three (3) work, educational,
or personal projects you feel are relevant to
the Master of Design program.

Please include in your discussion:
/ A
 brief description of the project and
the reason you did it, i.e., work,
educational, personal
/ W
 hat challenges did you face with
this project?

/ W
 hat kind of process did you use?
How did you approach the project?

/ W
 hat were the results and the nature

and scope of your contribution to them?

/ What did you learn from this project?
/ D
 escribe your collaborative or
team experience.

Please submit this as a PDF document
through ccad.slideroom.com.
You are encouraged to include 3 – 20 visuals
if applicable, in the PDF or submitted as
media files at ccad.slideroom.com.
Visuals may include 2D/3D work, digital and
time-based work, marketing or promotional
materials, websites, business plans or
presentations, technical, engineering, or

architectural images, or other
documentation. Applicants
submitting time-based work
in excess of 15 minutes should
submit a cued-up sample video
along with the full-length work.
In all cases your portfolio should
demonstrate critical thinking,
problem and concept exploration,
and proposed solutions.

Statement of intent
Briefly describe your reasons
for applying to this program and
what you hope to accomplish.
Summarize the educational and
work experiences that might be
relevant to your study at CCAD.
Finally, discuss your ambitions for
after graduation. You can submit
the statement of intent as a written
document (two pages maximum) or
a two- to three-minute video.

Free Application for Federal
Student Aid (FAFSA)
Financing your education does not have
to be overwhelming. Complete your
FAFSA, send us the information and CCAD
will use this to determine a package that
works for you.

International students: proof
of English proficiency
If you are an international student from a
country where English is not the primary
language, you must submit proof of your
English proficiency. A minimum score of
TOEFL iBT 80 or IELTS 6.5 is required. You
should request your score through the test
center; you can submit it via postal mail.

CCAD’s code for TOEFL results is 1085.
IMPORTANT DATES TO REMEMBER

College transcripts

Priority Scholarship Application Deadline:
Feb.1 for fall semester
		
Rolling Application Deadline: We continue
to accept applications on a rolling basis.
To ensure space and scholarships are still
available, we encourage you to complete
your application as early as possible.

3.00 minimum GPA

Have a question?

Application fee
$65

Contact us at 614.222.3249 or
gradadmissions@ccad.edu.
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How to apply
Complete the application online at
ccad.slideroom.com.

CCAD's code number is 003039.
For more information, visit
ccad.edu/finaid or call
614.222.3295.

Through postal mail, submit college
transcripts to:

DEADLINE

ONLINE APPLICATION

Graduate Admissions
Columbus College of Art & Design
60 Cleveland Ave.
Columbus, OH 43215
A campus visit and interview are
recommended but not required.
To schedule a visit, go to
ccad.edu/visit or contact
Graduate Admissions:

gradadmissions@ccad.edu

or 614.222.3249.

Applications are considered for
fall semester entry only.
Priority Scholarship Application
Deadline is Feb.1*
Please note: Applications received
by the deadline receive priority
consideration for merit- and needbased scholarships.
*Applications received after the
priority deadline are reviewed on
a case-by-case basis.

HOUSING
Graduate student housing is available in
CCAD's Design Square Apartments on a
first-come, first-served basis. For more
information, visit ccad.edu/housing.

SCHOLARSHIPS & FINANCIAL AID
All admitted students are automatically
considered for institutional scholarships.
To be considered for need-based grants
or other forms of institutional, state, and
federal financial aid, domestic applicants
are required to complete and file the Free
Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA),
which can be found at fafsa.ed.gov.

QUESTIONS?
Contact Graduate Admissions:

gradadmissions@ccad.edu or
614.222.3249.

“TEACHING UNDERGRAD
CLASSES WHILE TAKING
GRADUATE CLASSES HAS
GIVEN ME A UNIQUE
PERSPECTIVE ON LIFE
AND MY WORK. BEING
ABLE TO CULTIVATE
OTHERS’ CREATIVITY
HAS RECONNECTED
ME WITH MY OWN.”
— MAURSHELL STOKES (MDes, 2019)
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Financing your
education
At CCAD, we want every student to have
the opportunity to pursue their passion.
We respect that this in an investment in
your future and we work diligently to
ensure we exceed your expectations
for an MDes or MFA education.

HELP IS AVAILABLE
Funding for your education at CCAD may
come from several primary sources.
Our final award package may be
composed of scholarships, loans, and
student employment. Each student award
package is different, and we encourage you
to explore all the funding options available
to you. Please keep in mind that you may
have to repay some types of financial aid
after graduation, while others may not
require repayment.
For the most up-to-date information,
visit ccad.edu/finaid.

Scholarships & loans
CCAD SCHOLARSHIPS
Each year, we award renewable
scholarships to incoming students.
These scholarships are based on the
quality of the overall application.

EXTERNAL SCHOLARSHIPS
Many organizations and agencies
offer scholarships to students
looking to attend college. It is
important to explore all options.
CCAD recognizes most external
scholarships applicants bring to
the college. Ask your teachers,
college counselors, and colleagues
about resources to explore external
scholarships.

Federal Direct
Unsubsidized Loan
This federal student loan helps
cover the cost of higher education.
The U.S. Department of Education
offers eligible graduate students
at participating schools Direct
Unsubsidized Loans — some
people refer to these loans as
Stafford Loans or Direct Stafford
Loans. Students are considered
for this aid when they submit
the FAFSA.

Federal Direct Grad
PLUS Loan
This federal student loan helps
cover the cost of higher education.
The U.S. Department of Education
offers this loan if the student needs

more than they are allowed to borrow from
the Federal Direct Unsubsidized Student
Loan. Students are considered for this when
they submit the FAFSA. The Grad PLUS
Loan is a credit-based loan, so a credit
check is performed to determine whether
or not the student is eligible.

International Student Aid
International students (non-U.S. citizens
or permanent residents / green card
holders) enrich the CCAD learning
and living communities. International
applicants are automatically considered
for CCAD scholarships when they submit
their application. However, CCAD is not
able to award any other form of aid to
international students. A declaration of
finances (demonstration of ability to pay)
is required for any international student
who wishes to enroll at CCAD. The United
States government requires us to state that
international students must realistically
plan to meet their educational expenses
throughout their academic career. Learn
more at ccad.edu/international.

Veterans’ Benefits
CCAD is approved by the State Approving
Agency and the Veterans Administration
for educational benefits for veterans.

HOW TO APPLY FOR AID
The Free Application for
Federal Student Aid (FASFA)
is the foundation of the
financial aid process here at
CCAD, and completing it is
essential to receiving a
formal financial aid package.
We encourage all U.S. citizens
and permanent residents (green
card holders) to apply for financial
aid using the FAFSA — unless you
are sure you will be paying fully out
of personal resources.
Complete the FAFSA online at
fafsa.edu.gov. Choose CCAD
as a recipient of the results by
using our FAFSA Code: 003039.
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2018 – 2019 graduate tuition & fees
GRADUATE
TUITION & FEES
Application Fee

$65

(one–time, nonrefundable)

Tuition
(12 – 18 credit hours; $1,415
per additional credit hour
over 18; summer 2019 tuition
is $700 per credit hour)

General Fee
(nonrefundable)

Registration Fee
(nonrefundable)

$17,460 per semester
$34,920 per year

$190 per semester
$380 per year
$60 per semester
$120 per year

ROOM & MEAL PLANS
(Optional)

Design Square Apartment
(four bedroom)*

Design Square Apartment
(two bedroom)*

$5,450 – $6,170 per semester
$10,900 – $12,340 per year

Gold Meal Plan

$1,700 per semester

CONTACT US

(250 meals & $100 flex)

Financial Aid
Columbus College of Art & Design
60 Cleveland Ave.
Columbus, OH 43215

Silver Meal Plan

614.222.3295
financialaid@ccad.edu
ccad.edu/finaid

$5,130 – $5,850 per semester
$10,260 – $11,700 per year

$1,330 per semester

(175 meals & $125 flex)

Bronze Meal Plan

$1,020 per semester

(125 meals & $150 flex)
* Once a room is assigned to an incoming student, this housing agreement becomes a binding contract
for both semesters of the new academic year unless you cancel by May 1.
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ABOUT
CCAD
Columbus College of Art & Design
teaches undergraduate and graduate
students in the midst of a thriving
creative community in Columbus,
Ohio. Founded in 1879, CCAD is one
of the oldest private art and design
colleges in the United States, offering 12
undergraduate majors and two graduate
programs in art and design that produce
graduates equipped to shape culture and
business at the highest level. For more
information, visit ccad.edu.

MISSION
CCAD fosters a community that
educates diverse students so they
can unleash their creative power to
shape culture and commerce.

VISION
CCAD will be recognized as a
top-tier college of art and design,
a cultural leader, and the engine
of Columbus’ creative economy.
CCAD will have a global reputation
for delivering an innovative and
relevant creative educational
experience of value to its students,
alumni, and society.

THE CCAD DIFFERENCE
/ Enrollment: 1,069 students
/ Campus: 14 buildings on 9 acres
/ D
 egrees offered:
Master of Design (MDes)
Master of Fine Arts (MFA)
Bachelor of Fine Arts (BFA)
/ L
 ocal, national, and
international exhibitions
/ V
 isual arts classes and
workshops for all ages

EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES
CCAD employs positive practices
designed to ensure the full realization
of equal opportunity for all students and
employees. Any unlawful harassment
of others is not permitted, regardless of
status at the college.

/ Advanced training
for professionals
/ Visiting Artists & Scholars Series

